press release
ERIKS Acquires Seals and Packings
Acquisition extends reach into oil and gas market
Dallas, TX April 2, 2015 - ERIKS, an international industrial service provider offering a wide range of high-quality
mechanical engineering components, has acquired Texas based Seals and Packings, Inc. Seals and Packings has
been in business for over 30 years, delivering high-performance seals and related components to a wide-range of
industries. This strategic acquisition enables ERIKS to enhance its client base in the US oil and gas industry and
further strengthens its product and service offerings to existing as well as new customers. Customers will benefit as
the capabilities of these two leading companies are merged to provide even greater product availability,
engineering expertise and customized logistics solutions.
“Seals and Packings has a long history of providing quality products and topnotch services to their customers and
they have a highly skilled group of employees with a tremendous amount of industry-specific knowledge and
experience,” said Shawn Courtney, President of ERIKS Seals and Plastics. “We believe that these resources, in
combination with those already existing here at ERIKS, will enable us to provide an even stronger portfolio of
products and services to the marketplace and we look forward to integrating Seals and Packings into the ERIKS
family.”

About ERIKS
ERIKS was founded in 1940 in The Netherlands. Today, ERIKS is a worldwide leader in providing of a wide range
of high-quality mechanical engineering components and associated technical and logistics services. ERIKS Seals
and Plastics, Inc., a United States division of ERIKS, focuses specifically on sealing products, custom molded
elastomers, engineered plastics and bearings products. In addition, they offer unbiased and innovative technical
and logistics services for the consumer products, food and beverage, heavy equipment manufacturing, oil and gas,
pharmaceutical, power generation, semiconductor, transportation and the water and wastewater industries. ERIKS
Seals and Plastics is headquartered in Grapevine, Texas and has additional facilities in Wisconsin, Washington,
California and Oklahoma. For more information on how ERIKS Seals and Plastics can help your organization, visit
www.ERIKSUSA.com.
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